




IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
Scuba diving is an amazing sport because it enables you to
explore the fascinating and mysterious underwater world. SCUBA
refers to self-contained underwater breathing apparatus. The
development of modern scuba diving began in the 1943. It was
incited by Jacques Cousteau and Emile Gagnon. In its beginnings
scuba diving was used in the navy and commercial operations like
pearl diving. As a recreational sport it developed over the last 20-
30 years. Even dough it is a recreational sport, scuba diving is not
all fun and games. It is a serious and high-risk sport because our
body is exposed to unnatural environment. However, you should
not be discouraged by that fact. If you are familiar with, and follow
all the procedures you should not have any problems during your
dives. In order to understand and apply basic scuba diving
principles you must learn about diving equipment, basic physics,
chemistry and medicine concerned with diving along with some
simple diving exercises. When you learn this and pass the
theoretical and practical test by some diving association you
become a licensed diver. Divers are divided into categories
according to their level of knowledge and experience . I learned
scuba diving basics, took the test by CMAS (World Underwater
Federation) and got the CMAS certificate. Diving on Mljet, a
beautiful island in Croatia, was my dream for many years, so as
soon as I became a licensed diver I went to Mljet on scuba diving
with my scuba diving club "Bosnia". In this guide I will share what I
have learned through the process of learning and reaching my
goal- diving on Mljet.

HHII !! MMyy nn aammee ii ss NNeemmoo
aa nn dd II ww ii ll ll gg ii vv ee yy oo uu
uu ss ee ff uu ll tt ii pp ss tt hh rr oo uu gg hh
tt hh ii ss gg uu ii dd ee !!

Now you are porbably thinking:
Why would I read about physics

and medicine? Boring! Believe it or
not, it is quite interesting! Believe

me :)











Place the mask on your face
without using a head strap.
There should be no hair
between the mask skirt and
your face. Inhale with your
nose and hold. The mask
should pull back towards your
face. If the mask fits you,
there will be no air leakage
and the mask will stay in the
same position as long as you









Full foot fins need to
be comfortable so you
should not pick the

cheapest ones because
they have foot pockets

made of hard
materials and easily
cause blisters.











In the Adriatic sea I
do not recommend you
to get jut a shortie!
You will freeze!





Dry suits are the best for cold
and extremely warm waters!



You need to find a wet suit
that fits you!













If you maintain your
suit properly it can last

for years!





If you want your booties to
last long and follow you on
your dives for a long time

follow these tips!











It is probably hard for you
to understand what is a

regulator, how it looks like
and how it is used. Well,
here is a diver in action.
She has a cylinder on her

back and a regulator
attached to it. As you can
see, The 2nd stage is in the

diver's mouth!



















We need to keep in mind that it just a machine
and that it can brake or shut down because it
has no more power. We need to plan the dive
the old fashion way before the dive using deco

tables in order to be safe and have a well
planned and safe dive.By the way deco tables

are simply tables which calculate stops using the
information how long and deep is a dive!

Deco table







The BCD should fit you
like a jacket and you

should feel comfortable
in it!





















Your wet suit is made out of millions of
gas bubbles. As we already said gasses

are compressible and water is not.
Because of this you should always let

some water get in your wet suit.
Otherwise your body will be squeezed by

your wetsuit at higher pressure.

Note: Valsalva maneuver is
done by exhaling while
pinching one's nose shut.











The buoyancy changes
during a dive, but we

need to regulate it with
our BCD and breath. We
do not throw away our

lead if we have a
negative buoyancy!!















You can remember this law by
associating it with the famous

Dalton brothers!













Always check how much bars do you
have in you cylinder after you get in
the water, that is just before the
dive. It is possible that the cylinder
cooled off and you loosed pressure,

and thus air for your dive!

































Always try to do one of the
compensating maneuvers before the
dive. If your ears aren't working

well before the dive, do not go on a
dive. If you go you might have

serious problems like rupture of the
eardrum which is very painful.













This condition is
great if you are
applying for a

zombie in a horror
movie :)
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